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\[
H_0: {X}\ \text{and} \ {Y} \text{ are independent}\qquad \text{versus}\qquad H_1: \text{otherwise}\text{.}
\]
\end{document}$$
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Testing independence has important applications. Two examples from genomics research are testing whether two groups of genes are associated and examining whether certain phenotypes are determined by particular genotypes. In social science research, scientists are interested in understanding potential associations between psychological and physiological characteristics. [@B23] introduced a parametric test based on $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We propose using projection correlation to characterize dependence between $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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2. Projection correlation {#SEC2}
=========================

2.1. Motivation {#SEC2.1}
---------------

In this section, we propose a new measure of dependence between two random vectors. Testing that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\begin{align}
&E\bigg(\int\int[\{I({\mbox{$\alpha$}}{^{\rm T}}{X}_1\leqslant {\mbox{$\alpha$}}{^{\rm T}}{X}_3 ) I({\mbox{$\beta$}}{^{\rm T}}{Y}_1\leqslant {\mbox{$\beta$}}{^{\rm T}}{Y}_3 ) - I({\mbox{$\alpha$}}{^{\rm T}}{X}_1\leqslant {\mbox{$\alpha$}}{^{\rm T}}{X}_3 ) I({\mbox{$\beta$}}{^{\rm T}}{Y}_2\leqslant {\mbox{$\beta$}}{^{\rm T}}{Y}_3)\}\nonumber\\
&\qquad{} \label{eqn1} \{I({\mbox{$\alpha$}}{^{\rm T}}{X}_4\leqslant {\mbox{$\alpha$}}{^{\rm T}}{X}_3 ) I({\mbox{$\beta$}}{^{\rm T}}{Y}_4\leqslant {\mbox{$\beta$}}{^{\rm T}}{Y}_3 ) - I({\mbox{$\alpha$}}{^{\rm T}}{X}_4\leqslant {\mbox{$\alpha$}}{^{\rm T}}{X}_3 ) I({\mbox{$\beta$}}{^{\rm T}}{Y}_5\leqslant {\mbox{$\beta$}}{^{\rm T}}{Y}_3 ) \} ]\,{\rm d}{\mbox{$\alpha$}} \,{\rm d}{\mbox{$\beta$}}\bigg)
=0\text{.}
\end{align}
\end{document}$$

In general, integration over the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\{({\mbox{$\alpha$}},{\mbox{$\beta$}}): \|{\mbox{$\alpha$}}\|=\|{\mbox{$\beta$}}\| = 1\}$\end{document}$ is not straightforward. Lemma 1 enables us to derive an explicit form for ([2](#asx043M2){ref-type="disp-formula"}).

([@B4]). *For two arbitrary vectors*$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}
\begin{eqnarray*}
\int_{\|{\mbox{$\alpha$}}\|=1}I({\mbox{$\alpha$}}{^{\rm T}} {U}_1\leqslant 0)I({\mbox{$\alpha$}}{^{\rm T}} {U}_2\leqslant 0)\,{\rm d}{\mbox{$\alpha$}}=c(p)\left\{ \pi-\arccos\!\left(
\frac{{U}_1 {^{\rm T}} \ \ {U}_2 }{\|{U}_1\| \|{U}_2\| } \right)\right\}\!,
\end{eqnarray*}
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}{}$\arccos$\end{document}$*is the inverse cosine function.*

Lemma 1 yields an explicit formula for the left-hand side of ([2](#asx043M2){ref-type="disp-formula"}). Ignoring the constants irrelevant to the joint distribution of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$({X},{Y})$\end{document}$, we define the resultant explicit formula as the squared projection covariance between $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}\begin{eqnarray*}\label{true} &&\hspace{-36pt}\left\{\mathrm{Pcov}({X},{Y})\right\}^2= S_1 + S_2 - 2S_3 \nonumber \\ &=& E\!\left[\arccos\!\left\{\frac{({X}_1-{X}_3){^{\rm T}} ({X}_4-{X}_3)}{\|{X}_1-{X}_3\| \|{X}_4-{X}_3\|}\right\}\arccos\!\left\{\frac{({Y}_1-{Y}_3){^{\rm T}} ({Y}_4-{Y}_3)}{\|{Y}_1-{Y}_3\| \|{Y}_4-{Y}_3\|}\right\}\right] \nonumber \\ &&+ E\!\left[\arccos\!\left\{\frac{({X}_1-{X}_3){^{\rm T}} ({X}_4-{X}_3)}{\|{X}_1-{X}_3\| \|{X}_4-{X}_3\|}\right\}\arccos\!\left\{\frac{({Y}_2-{Y}_3){^{\rm T}} ({Y}_5-{Y}_3)}{\|{Y}_2-{Y}_3\| \|{Y}_5-{Y}_3\|}\right\}\right] \nonumber \\ &&-2E\!\left[\arccos\!\left\{\frac{({X}_1-{X}_3){^{\rm T}} ({X}_4-{X}_3)}{\|{X}_1-{X}_3\| \|{X}_4-{X}_3\|}\right\}\arccos\!\left\{\frac{({Y}_2-{Y}_3){^{\rm T}} ({Y}_4-{Y}_3)}{\|{Y}_2-{Y}_3\| \|{Y}_4-{Y}_3\|}\right\}\right]\!, \end{eqnarray*}\end{document}$$ where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$S_2$\end{document}$ and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$S_3$\end{document}$ are defined in an obvious manner. We provide details of the derivation of ([3](#asx043M3){ref-type="disp-formula"}) in the Appendix. A distinctive feature of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\begin{document}
}{}$({Y}_k-{Y}_l)/\|{Y}_k-{Y}_l\|$\end{document}$, whose second moments always equal unity, regardless of the dimensions of the random vectors. This indicates that the projection covariance removes the moment restrictions on $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\begin{document}
}{}$({X},{Y})$\end{document}$ required by the distance correlation.

Define the projection correlation between $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}${\small{\rm PC}}({X},{Y})$\end{document}$, as the square root of $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\begin{document}
}{}
\begin{eqnarray*}\label{pc}
\left\{{\small{\rm PC}}({X},{Y})\right\}^2= \frac{\left\{\mathrm{Pcov}({X},{Y})\right\}^2}{\mathrm{Pcov}({X},{X})\mathrm{Pcov}({Y},{Y})},
\end{eqnarray*}
\end{document}$$ and set $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\mathrm{Pcov}({Y},{Y})=0$\end{document}$. Proposition 1 presents the appealing properties of the projection correlation at the population level.
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}{}${\small{\rm PC}}({X},{Y}) = {\small{\rm PC}}({a}_1 + b_1{ C}_1 {X},{a}_2 + b_2{ C}_2 {Y})$\end{document}$.

The first statement indicates that the projection correlation is generally applicable as an index to measure dependence. The second statement implies that, although it is not affine-invariant, the projection correlation is invariant with respect to the group of orthogonal transformations.

2.2. Asymptotic properties {#SEC2.2}
--------------------------

We give two equivalent estimators for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$V$\end{document}$-statistic ([@B14]), given by the square root of $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}\begin{eqnarray*}\nonumber &&\hspace{-24pt}\big\{{\mathrm{P}\hat{\rm co}\mathrm{v}}_1({X},{Y})\big\}^2= \hat S_1 + \hat S_2 - 2\hat S_3 \\\nonumber&=&n^{-3}\sum\limits_{i,k,l=1}^{n} \left[\arccos\!\left\{\frac{({X}_i-{X}_k){^{\rm T}} ({X}_l-{X}_k)}{\|{X}_i-{X}_k\| \|{X}_l-{X}_k\|}\right\}\arccos\!\left\{\frac{({Y}_i-{Y}_k){^{\rm T}} ({Y}_l-{Y}_k)}{\|{Y}_i-{Y}_k\| \|{Y}_l-{Y}_k\|}\right\}\right]\\\nonumber &&+n^{-5}\sum\limits_{i,j,k,l,r=1}^{n} \left[\arccos\!\left\{\frac{({X}_i-{X}_k){^{\rm T}} ({X}_l-{X}_k)}{\|{X}_i-{X}_k\| \|{X}_l-{X}_k\|}\right\}\arccos\!\left\{\frac{({Y}_j-{Y}_k){^{\rm T}} ({Y}_r-{Y}_k)}{\|{Y}_j-{Y}_k\| \|{Y}_r-{Y}_k\|}\right\}\right]\\\label{estimate} &&-2n^{-4}\sum\limits_{i,j,k,l=1}^{n} \left[\arccos\!\left\{\frac{({X}_i-{X}_k){^{\rm T}} ({X}_l-{X}_k)}{\|{X}_i-{X}_k\| \|{X}_l-{X}_k\|}\right\}\arccos\!\left\{\frac{({Y}_j-{Y}_k){^{\rm T}} ({Y}_l-{Y}_k)}{\|{Y}_j-{Y}_k\| \|{Y}_l-{Y}_k\|}\right\}\right]\!\text{.}\notag \end{eqnarray*}\end{document}$$
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}{}$V$\end{document}$-statistic estimate appears natural, yet it is difficult to calculate ([@B16]). Therefore, we give an equivalent form below. Define, for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}
\begin{eqnarray*}
&& a_{klr}=\arccos\!\left\{ \frac{({X}_k-{X}_r){^{\rm T}} ({X}_l-{X}_r)}{\|{X}_k-{X}_r\| \|{X}_l-{X}_r\|}\right\}\!,\\
&& \overline{a}_{k\cdot r}= n^{-1}\sum\limits_{l=1}^{n}a_{klr},\quad \overline{a}_{\cdot l r}= n^{-1}\sum\limits_{k=1}^{n}a_{klr},\quad
\overline{a}_{\cdot\cdot r}= n^{-2}\sum\limits_{k=1}^{n}\sum\limits_{l=1}^{n}a_{klr}, \\
&& A_{klr}=a_{klr}-\overline{a}_{k\cdot r}-\overline{a}_{\cdot l r}+\overline{a}_{\cdot\cdot r},\\
&&b_{klr}=\arccos\!\left\{ \frac{({Y}_k-{Y}_r){^{\rm T}} ({Y}_l-{Y}_r)}{\|{Y}_k-{Y}_r\| \|{Y}_l-{Y}_r\|}\right\}\!,\\
&& \overline{b}_{k\cdot r}= n^{-1}\sum\limits_{l=1}^{n}b_{klr},\quad\overline{b}_{\cdot l r}= n^{-1}\sum\limits_{k=1}^{n}b_{klr},\quad
\overline{b}_{\cdot\cdot r}= n^{-2} \sum\limits_{k=1}^{n}\sum\limits_{l=1}^{n}b_{klr}, \\
&& B_{klr}=b_{klr}-\overline{b}_{k\cdot r}-\overline{b}_{\cdot l r}+\overline{b}_{\cdot\cdot r},
\end{eqnarray*}
\end{document}$$

To avoid possible confusion, we define $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\begin{eqnarray*}
\big\{{\mathrm{P}\hat{\rm co}\mathrm{v}} ({X},{Y})\big\}^2= n^{-3}\sum\limits_{k,l,r=1}^{n}A_{klr}B_{klr}\text{.}
\end{eqnarray*}
\end{document}$$
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}{}
\begin{eqnarray*}\label{pcest}
\big\{\hat{{\small{\rm PC}}}({X},{Y})\big\}^2= \frac{\big\{{\mathrm{P}\hat{\rm co}\mathrm{v}}({X},{Y})\big\}^2}{{\mathrm{P}\hat{\rm co}\mathrm{v}}({X},{X}){\mathrm{P}\hat{\rm co}\mathrm{v}}({Y},{Y})}\text{.}
\end{eqnarray*}
\end{document}$$
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\begin{align*}
\big\{{\mathrm{P}\hat{\rm co}\mathrm{v}}_1({X},{Y}) \big\}^2= \big\{ {\mathrm{P}\hat{\rm co}\mathrm{v}}({X},{Y}) \big\}^2,
\end{align*}
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3. Simulations {#SEC3}
==============

In this section, we conduct simulations to compare the performance of independence tests based on the projection correlation, the distance correlation and the ranks of distances ([@B1]). These three tests are consistent and suitable for arbitrary dimensions. Because the distance-correlation-based test is sensitive to the dimensions of random vectors, throughout our simulations we use its improved version recommended by [@B17].
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All simulations are implemented in R ([@B13]). We implement the test based on distance correlation by calling the dcor.ttest function in the energy package and the test based on ranks of distances by calling the hhg.test function in the HHG package. We repeat each setting 2000 times and report the size and power of the respective tests at significance levels $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The simulations are summarized in [Table 5](#T5){ref-type="table"}. The dependence of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In our simulations, the test based on projection correlation exhibits a good capability for testing monotone and nonmonotone dependence. Our limited experience indicates that it is very effective, even when the second moments are large or infinite, it is useful for limiting the power loss as the dimensions of random vectors increase, and it is suitable even in high-dimensional cases.
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Appendix {#SECA}
========

Proofs {#SECA.1}
------

We first show that by invoking Lemma 1 repeatedly, the squared projection covariance $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\begin{align*}
\{\mathrm{Pcov}({X},{Y})\}^2%\\[4pt]
&= \{c(p)c(q)\}^{-1}\int_{\|{\mbox{$\alpha$}}\|=1}\int_{\|{\mbox{$\beta$}}\|=1}E\Big\{ F_{U,V}({\mbox{$\alpha$}}{^{\rm T}}{X}_3, {\mbox{$\beta$}}{^{\rm T}}{Y}_3) - F_{U}({\mbox{$\alpha$}}{^{\rm T}}{X}_3)F_{V}({\mbox{$\beta$}}{^{\rm T}}{Y}_3) \Big\}^2\,{\rm d}{\mbox{$\alpha$}} \,{\rm d}{\mbox{$\beta$}}\\[4pt]
&= E\!\left[\arccos\!\left\{\frac{({X}_1-{X}_3){^{\rm T}} ({X}_4-{X}_3)}{\|{X}_1-{X}_3\| \|{X}_4-{X}_3\|}\right\}\arccos\!\left\{\frac{({Y}_1-{Y}_3){^{\rm T}} ({Y}_4-{Y}_3)}{\|{Y}_1-{Y}_3\| \|{Y}_4-{Y}_3\|}\right\}\right]\\[4pt]
&\quad+ E\!\left[\arccos\!\left\{\frac{({X}_1-{X}_3){^{\rm T}} ({X}_4-{X}_3)}{\|{X}_1-{X}_3\| \|{X}_4-{X}_3\|}\right\}\arccos\!\left\{\frac{({Y}_2-{Y}_3){^{\rm T}} ({Y}_5-{Y}_3)}{\|{Y}_2-{Y}_3\| \|{Y}_5-{Y}_3\|}\right\}\right]\\[4pt]
&\quad-2E\!\left[\arccos\!\left\{\frac{({X}_1-{X}_3){^{\rm T}} ({X}_4-{X}_3)}{\|{X}_1-{X}_3\| \|{X}_4-{X}_3\|}\right\}\arccos\!\left\{\frac{({Y}_2-{Y}_3){^{\rm T}} ({Y}_4-{Y}_3)}{\|{Y}_2-{Y}_3\| \|{Y}_4-{Y}_3\|}\right\}\right]\!\text{.}
\end{align*}
\end{document}$$
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\begin{eqnarray*}
a_{klr}=\arccos\!\left\{ \frac{({X}_k-{X}_r){^{\rm T}}
({X}_l-{X}_r)}{\|{X}_k-{X}_r\| \|{X}_l-{X}_r\|}\right\}\!, \quad \quad
b_{klr}=\arccos\!\left\{ \frac{({Y}_k-{Y}_r){^{\rm T}}
({Y}_l-{Y}_r)}{\|{Y}_k-{Y}_r\| \|{Y}_l-{Y}_r\|}\right\}\!\text{.} \end{eqnarray*}
\end{document}$$
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\begin{eqnarray*}\nonumber
&&\hspace{-36pt}\{c(p)c(q)\}^{-1}\int_{\|{\mbox{$\alpha$}}\|=1}\int_{\|{\mbox{$\beta$}}\|=1}E\{
F_{U,V}({\mbox{$\alpha$}}{^{\rm T}}{X}_3, {\mbox{$\beta$}}{^{\rm T}}{Y}_3) -
F_{U}({\mbox{$\alpha$}}{^{\rm T}}{X}_3)F_{V}({\mbox{$\beta$}}{^{\rm T}}{Y}_3) \}^2\,{\rm d}{\mbox{$\alpha$}} \,{\rm
d}{\mbox{$\beta$}}\\\nonumber
&=&E\{(\pi-a_{135})(\pi-b_{135})\}-E\{(\pi-a_{135})(\pi-b_{145})\}-E\{(\pi-a_{135})(\pi-b_{235})\}\\&&+E\{(\pi-a_{135})(\pi-b_{245})\}\\\nonumber
&=& E(a_{135}b_{135})+E(a_{135}b_{245})-2E(a_{135}b_{145})\\
\nonumber & = &S_1 + S_2 - 2S_3.
\end{eqnarray*}
\end{document}$$
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Proof of Proposition 1 {#SECA.2}
----------------------

We prove the first assertion. The statement that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$b_{klr}$\end{document}$ are invariant with respect to orthogonal transformations, which completes the proof of the second assertion.

Proof of Theorem 1 {#SECA.3}
------------------
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}{}
\begin{eqnarray*}
\overline{a}_{k\cdot r}&=& n^{-1}\sum\limits_{l=1}^{n}a_{klr},\quad \overline{a}_{\cdot l r}= n^{-1}\sum\limits_{k=1}^{n}a_{klr},\quad
\overline{a}_{\cdot\cdot r}= n^{-2}\sum\limits_{k=1}^{n}\sum\limits_{l=1}^{n}a_{klr},
\quad\overline{b}_{\cdot\cdot r}= n^{-2} \sum\limits_{k=1}^{n}\sum\limits_{l=1}^{n}b_{klr},
\\
A_{klr}&=&a_{klr}-\overline{a}_{k\cdot r}-\overline{a}_{\cdot l r}+\overline{a}_{\cdot\cdot r},\quad
B_{klr}=b_{klr}-\overline{b}_{k\cdot r}-\overline{b}_{\cdot l r}+\overline{b}_{\cdot\cdot r}\text{.}
\end{eqnarray*}
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\begin{align*}
I_1&=n^{-3}\sum\limits_{i,j,r=1}^{n}a_{ijr}b_{ijr}, & I_2&=n^{-3}\sum\limits_{i,j,r=1}^{n}a_{ijr}\overline{b}_{i\cdot r},& I_3&=n^{-3}\sum\limits_{i,j,r=1}^{n}a_{ijr}\overline{b}_{j\cdot r}, \\
I_4&=n^{-1}\sum\limits_{r=1}^{n}a_{\cdot \cdot r}\overline{b}_{\cdot\cdot r},& I_5&=n^{-3}\sum\limits_{i,j,r=1}^{n}\overline{a}_{i\cdot r}b_{ijr},& I_6&=n^{-2}\sum\limits_{i,r=1}^{n}\overline{a}_{i\cdot r}\overline{b}_{i\cdot r},\\
I_7&= n^{-3}\sum\limits_{i,j,r=1}^{n}\overline{a}_{i\cdot r}\overline{b}_{j\cdot r},& I_8&=n^{-2}\sum\limits_{i,r=1}^{n}\overline{a}_{i\cdot r}\overline{b}_{\cdot\cdot r},& I_9&=n^{-3}\sum\limits_{i,j,r=1}^{n}\overline{a}_{j\cdot r}b_{ijr},\\
I_{10}&= n^{-3}\sum\limits_{i,j,r=1}^{n}\overline{a}_{j\cdot r}\overline{b}_{i\cdot r},& I_{11}&=n^{-2}\sum\limits_{j,r=1}^{n}\overline{a}_{j\cdot r}\overline{b}_{j\cdot r},& I_{12}&=n^{-2}\sum\limits_{j,r=1}^{n}\overline{a}_{j\cdot r}\overline{b}_{\cdot\cdot r},\\
I_{13}&= n^{-1}\sum\limits_{r=1}^{n}\overline{a}_{\cdot\cdot r}\overline{b}_{\cdot\cdot r},&
I_{14}&=n^{-2}\sum\limits_{i,r=1}^{n}\overline{a}_{\cdot\cdot r}\overline{b}_{i\cdot r},&
I_{15}&=n^{-2}\sum\limits_{j,r=1}^{n}\overline{a}_{\cdot\cdot r}\overline{b}_{j\cdot r},\\
I_{16}&=n^{-1}\sum\limits_{r=1}^{n}\overline{a}_{\cdot\cdot r}\overline{b}_{\cdot\cdot r}\text{.}&&
\end{align*}
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\begin{eqnarray*}
\big\{{\mathrm{P}\hat{\rm co}\mathrm{v}} ({X},{Y})\big\}^2&=& n^{-3}\sum\limits_{k,l,r=1}^{n}A_{klr}B_{klr}\\
&=&
n^{-3}\sum\limits_{k,l,r=1}^{n}(a_{klr}-\overline{a}_{k\cdot r}-\overline{a}_{\cdot l r}+\overline{a}_{\cdot\cdot r})
(b_{klr}-\overline{b}_{k\cdot r}-\overline{b}_{\cdot l r}+\overline{b}_{\cdot\cdot r})
\\
&=&I_1-I_2-I_3+I_4-I_5+I_6+I_7-I_8-I_9+I_{10}+I_{11}-I_{12}+I_{13}-I_{14}\\
&&-I_{15}+I_{16}\\
&=& I_1-2I_2 +I_4 = \hat S_1 + \hat S_2 - 2\hat S_3 %\\
=\big\{{\mathrm{P}\hat{\rm co}\mathrm{v}}_1({X},{Y})\big\}^2,
\end{eqnarray*}
\end{document}$$ which completes the proof of the first part.
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\begin{eqnarray*}
\{nc(p)c(q)\}^{-1}\sum_{i=1}^n\left[\int_{\|{\mbox{$\alpha$}}\|=1}\int_{\|{\mbox{$\beta$}}\|=1}
\left\{ {\hat F}_{U,V}({\mbox{$\alpha$}}{^{\rm T}}{X}_i, {\mbox{$\beta$}}{^{\rm T}}{Y}_i) - {\hat F}_{U}({\mbox{$\alpha$}}{^{\rm T}}{X}_i){\hat F}_{V}({\mbox{$\beta$}}{^{\rm T}}{Y}_i) \right\}^2\,{\rm d}{\mbox{$\alpha$}}\, {\rm d}{\mbox{$\beta$}}\right]\!\text{.}
\end{eqnarray*}
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&\int\left\{I({\mbox{$\alpha$}}{^{\rm T}}{X}_i\leq{\mbox{$\alpha$}}{^{\rm T}}{X}_r) -n^{-1}\sum\limits_{i=1}^{n}I({\mbox{$\alpha$}}{^{\rm T}}{X}_i\leq{\mbox{$\alpha$}}{^{\rm T}}{X}_r)\right\}\\
&\qquad{} \times\left\{I({\mbox{$\alpha$}}{^{\rm T}}{X}_j\leq{\mbox{$\alpha$}}{^{\rm T}}{X}_r)-n^{-1}\sum\limits_{i=1}^{n}I({\mbox{$\alpha$}}{^{\rm T}}{X}_i\leq{\mbox{$\alpha$}}{^{\rm T}}{X}_r)\right\} {\rm d}{\mbox{$\alpha$}}\\
&\quad{} = -c(p)\big(a_{ijr}-\overline{a}_{i\cdot r}-\overline{a}_{\cdot jr}+\overline{a}_{\cdot\cdot r}\big) = -c(p)A_{ijr}\text{.}
\end{align*}
\end{document}$$

Following similar arguments, we obtain $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\begin{align*}
& \int\left\{I({\mbox{$\beta$}}{^{\rm T}}{Y}_i\leq{\mbox{$\beta$}}{^{\rm T}}{Y}_r)
-n^{-1}\sum\limits_{i=1}^{n}I({\mbox{$\beta$}}{^{\rm T}}{Y}_i\leq{\mbox{$\beta$}}{^{\rm T}}{Y}_r)\right\}\\
&\qquad{} \times\left\{I({\mbox{$\beta$}}{^{\rm T}}{Y}_j\leq{\mbox{$\beta$}}{^{\rm T}}{Y}_r) -n^{-1}\sum\limits_{i=1}^{n}I({\mbox{$\beta$}}{^{\rm T}}{Y}_i\leq{\mbox{$\beta$}}{^{\rm T}}{Y}_r)\right\}{\rm d}{\mbox{$\beta$}}\\
&\quad{} =-c(q)\big(b_{ijr}-\overline{b}_{i\cdot r}-\overline{b}_{\cdot jr}+\overline{b}_{\cdot\cdot r}\big) = -c(q)B_{ijr}\text{.}
\end{align*}
\end{document}$$
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\begin{eqnarray*}
\{nc(p)c(q)\}^{-1}\sum_{i=1}^n\left[\int_{\|{\mbox{$\alpha$}}\|=1}\int_{\|{\mbox{$\beta$}}\|=1}
\big\{ {\hat F}_{U,V}({\mbox{$\alpha$}}{^{\rm T}}{X}_i, {\mbox{$\beta$}}{^{\rm T}}{Y}_i) - {\hat F}_{U}({\mbox{$\alpha$}}{^{\rm T}}{X}_i){\hat F}_{V}({\mbox{$\beta$}}{^{\rm T}}{Y}_i) \big\}^2\,{\rm d}{\mbox{$\alpha$}} \,{\rm d}{\mbox{$\beta$}}\right]
=n^{-3}\sum\limits_{k,l,r=1}^{n}A_{klr}B_{klr}\text{.}
\end{eqnarray*}
\end{document}$$

The proof of Theorem 1 is complete.

Proof of Theorem 2 {#SECA.4}
------------------
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Proof of Theorem 3 {#SECA.5}
------------------
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\begin{eqnarray*}\nonumber
R_n({\mbox{$\alpha$}},{\mbox{$\beta$}},u,v)= n^{-1/2}\sum\limits_{i=1}^{n}\{ I({\mbox{$\alpha$}}{^{\rm T}}{X}_i\leqslant u)-\mbox{pr}({\mbox{$\alpha$}}{^{\rm T}}{X}_i\leqslant u)\}\{I({\mbox{$\beta$}}{^{\rm T}}{Y}_i\leq v)- \mbox{pr}({\mbox{$\beta$}}{^{\rm T}}{Y}_i\leq v)\},\ \ \ \
\end{eqnarray*}
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}{}$R_n({\mbox{$\alpha$}},{\mbox{$\beta$}},u,v)$\end{document}$ converges in distribution to a zero-mean Gaussian random process $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\begin{align*}
& E\{R({\mbox{$\alpha$}}_1,{\mbox{$\beta$}}_1,u_1,v_1)R({\mbox{$\alpha$}}_2,{\mbox{$\beta$}}_2,u_2,v_2)\}\\
&\quad{} =E\{I({\mbox{$\alpha$}}_1{^{\rm T}}{X}\leq u_1, {\mbox{$\alpha$}}_2{^{\rm T}}{X}\leq u_2)\}E\{I({\mbox{$\beta$}}_1{^{\rm T}}{Y}\leq v_1, {\mbox{$\beta$}}_2{^{\rm T}}{Y}\leq v_2)\} -F_{U}(u_1)F_{U}(u_2)F_{V}(v_1)F_{V}(v_2)\text{.}
\end{align*}
\end{document}$$

Next we define an approximation of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\begin{eqnarray*}
W_{n}({\mbox{$\alpha$}},{\mbox{$\beta$}},u,v)&=&n^{1/2}\Bigg\{ n^{-1}\sum\limits_{i=1}^{n}I({\mbox{$\alpha$}}{^{\rm T}}{X}_i\leq u, {\mbox{$\beta$}}{^{\rm T}}{Y}_i\leq v)-n^{-1}\sum\limits_{i=1}^{n}I({\mbox{$\alpha$}}{^{\rm T}}{X}_i\leq u)n^{-1}\sum\limits_{i=1}^{n}I({\mbox{$\beta$}}{^{\rm T}}{Y}_i\leq v)\Bigg\}\text{.}
\end{eqnarray*}
\end{document}$$
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\begin{align*}
& W_{n}({\mbox{$\alpha$}},{\mbox{$\beta$}},u,v)-R_{n}({\mbox{$\alpha$}},{\mbox{$\beta$}},u,v)\\
&\quad{} = -n^{-1}\sum\limits_{i=1}^{n}\left\{I({\mbox{$\alpha$}}{^{\rm T}}{X}_i\leq u-F_{U}(u)\right\}n^{-1/2}\sum\limits_{i=1}^{n}\left\{I({\mbox{$\beta$}}{^{\rm T}}{Y}_i\leq v-F_{V}(v)\right\}\text{.}
\end{align*}
\end{document}$$

Invoking the uniform law of large numbers of [@B9] or the generalization by [@B24] of the Glivenko--Cantelli theorem, we know that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Using Theorem 2.5.2 in [@B22] again, we can show that the finite-dimensional distributions of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\begin{eqnarray*}
n\big\{{\mathrm{P}\hat{\rm co}\mathrm{v}}({X},{Y})\big\}^2&=&\{c(p)c(q)\}^{-1}\int
W_{n}^{2}({\mbox{$\alpha$}},{\mbox{$\beta$}},u,v)\hat F_{U,V}({\rm d}u,{\rm d}v)\, {\rm d}{\mbox{$\alpha$}} \,{\rm d}{\mbox{$\beta$}}
\end{eqnarray*}
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}{}\begin{eqnarray*}\label{quadratic1} \{c(p)c(q)\}^{-1}\int R^{2}({\mbox{$\alpha$}}, {\mbox{$\beta$}}, u, v)F_{U,V}({\rm d}u,{\rm d}v)\,{\rm d}{\mbox{$\alpha$}}\, {\rm d}{\mbox{$\beta$}} \end{eqnarray*}\end{document}$$ follows the same distribution as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\{c(p)c(q)\}^{-1}E\!\left\{\int R^{2}({\mbox{$\alpha$}}, {\mbox{$\beta$}}, u, v)F_{U,V}({\rm d}u,{\rm d}v)\,{\rm d}{\mbox{$\alpha$}}\, {\rm d}{\mbox{$\beta$}}\right\} = \sum\limits_{j=1}^{\infty}\lambda_{j}^{*}\text{.}
\end{eqnarray*}
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\begin{align*}
&\hspace{-18pt}E\!\left\{\int R^{2}({\mbox{$\alpha$}}, {\mbox{$\beta$}}, u, v)F_{U,V}({\rm d}u,{\rm d}v)\,{\rm d}{\mbox{$\alpha$}}\, {\rm d}{\mbox{$\beta$}}\right\}\\
&=\int_{\|{\mbox{$\alpha$}}\|=1}\int_{\|{\mbox{$\beta$}}\|=1}E\{ F_{U}({\mbox{$\alpha$}}{^{\rm T}}{X}_r)F_{V}({\mbox{$\beta$}}{^{\rm T}}{Y}_r)-
F^2_{U}({\mbox{$\alpha$}}{^{\rm T}}{X}_r) F^2_{V}({\mbox{$\beta$}}{^{\rm T}}{Y}_r) \}\,{\rm d}{\mbox{$\alpha$}}\, {\rm d}{\mbox{$\beta$}}\\
&=E\Bigg[E\!\left\{\int_{\|{\mbox{$\alpha$}}\|=1}I({\mbox{$\alpha$}}{^{\rm T}}{X}_i\leq{\mbox{$\alpha$}}{^{\rm T}}{X}_r)\,{\rm d}{\mbox{$\alpha$}}
\ \Bigg | \ {X}_r\right\}
E\!\left\{\int_{\|{\mbox{$\beta$}}\|=1}I({\mbox{$\beta$}}{^{\rm T}}{Y}_i\leq{\mbox{$\beta$}}{^{\rm T}}{Y}_r)\,{\rm d}{\mbox{$\beta$}}\ \Bigg| \ {Y}_r\right\}\\
&\hspace{24pt}-E\!\left\{\int_{\|{\mbox{$\alpha$}}\|=1}I({\mbox{$\alpha$}}{^{\rm T}}{X}_i\leq{\mbox{$\alpha$}}{^{\rm T}}{X}_r, {\mbox{$\alpha$}}{^{\rm T}}{X}_j\leq{\mbox{$\alpha$}}{^{\rm T}}{X}_r)\,{\rm d}{\mbox{$\alpha$}}\ \Bigg| \ {X}_r\right\}\\
&\hspace{48pt} \times E\!\left\{\int_{\|{\mbox{$\beta$}}\|=1}I({\mbox{$\beta$}}{^{\rm T}}{Y}_i\leq{\mbox{$\beta$}}{^{\rm T}}{Y}_r, {\mbox{$\beta$}}{^{\rm T}}{Y}_j\leq{\mbox{$\beta$}}{^{\rm T}}{Y}_r)\,{\rm d}{\mbox{$\beta$}}\ \Bigg| \ {Y}_r\right \}\Bigg]\!\text{.}
\end{align*}
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Using Lemma 1, the right-hand side of the above equation is equal to $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\pi^2-E\!\left[\arccos\!\left\{ \frac{({X}_1-{X}_5){^{\rm T}} ({X}_3-{X}_5)}{\|{X}_1-{X}_5\| \|{X}_3-{X}_5\|}\right\}\arccos\!\left\{\frac{({Y}_1-{Y}_5){^{\rm T}} ({Y}_3-{Y}_5)}{\|{Y}_1-{Y}_5\| \|{Y}_3-{Y}_5\|}\right\}\right]&=& \pi^2 - S_2\text{.}
\end{eqnarray*}
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